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crease
oposed
President for Student Affairs
encken will address the
t Senate at its meeting today
proposal to hike student fees
t $30 next year.
senate meets at 7 p.m. tonight
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the
Luther King Jr. University
tern students currently pay
r semester in fees. The prohik.es would raise fees about 4
t to $391.20 each semester.
te Speaker Bobby Smith said
ses in student fees usually
inflation rates fluctuate.
not one that likes to dig deepDEE ANN VILLECCO /Staff photographer
students' pockets," Smith said.
e reality of economics. When
go up, you have to increase Junior Mark Porter; an art design major; points out some details of his artwork to senior Sara Smith and junior Dan
keep the same quality level of Trutter; both art design majors, Tuesday afternoon in the Buzzard Building.
and services."
Textbook Rental Service,
Service, Lantz Gymnasium
rien Stadium have requested By ANDY PURCELL
es.
Campus editor
er fee-increase proposals
Student staff members of WEIUur) foremost concern is the lack of experi·
$2 hike in the cost of student TV's "News Scan" broadcast have
"pt copies, doubling the fee to submitted a revised proposal to the ence with the live broadcast that we are presently
station's administrators in an effort getting,"
new $10 charge to go toward to forge a compromise on the pro-From the revised WEIU proposal
increases, paper and postage gram's format.
and an imaging system for
Students are scheduled to meet
of all academic records that with station managers today to disently stored in non-fireproof cuss their requests, according to News Scan 51, began in November. in the Buzzard Building during a
inets.
Patty Culhane, a "News Scan" Under the agreement, the newscast is 6:30 p.m. time slot and be written,
cken was out of town Tuesday reporter/producer.
taped at the Mattoon Journal anchored and produced entirely by
available for comment on the
Station Manager Hal Wilson and Gazette, using reporters and editors students.
sed hikes. Student Body Producer/Director John Eisenhour from the Journal Gazette and
The revised proposal says the student Luke Neumann said said no agenda has been set for the Charleston Times-Courier as dents' "foremost concern is the lack of
will ask the senate for opin- meeting. General Manager John anchors.
experience with the live broadcast
the increases before taking Beabout declined to say what would
Earlier this month, the students that we are presently getting ... we
er action.
·
be discussed until after he meets asked that the newscast be returned believe by taping the newscast our
e proposed change for the with students.
to a live, student-run format. They audience is deprived of the news covook Rental Service would
The revision is the result of a Feb. said the agreement allows Mid- erage they should be receiving and
e textbook fees by $6, from 3 meeting between Beabout and Illinois employees to assume roles we are deprived of the skills we feel
$65 per semester.
three students representing 14 stu- that should be reserved for students we need in order to get a job in this
a must if we want to continue dent employees who are dissatisfied and detracts from the newscast's edu- ever-changing market."
the quality books that stu- with the format of "Mid-Illinois News cational function.
Under the new proposal, students
need," said Dan Klingenberg, Scan," the joint operating agreement
In their original proposal, students agree to a 9 p.m. time slot under the
or of the Textbook Rental between WEIU and Mid-Illinois asked that production of the program stipulation that it be broadcast live.
be returned to a live format, be
Newspapers.
+ Continued on Page 2
"Mid-Illinois News Scan," formerly broadcast from the WEIU-TV studios
• Continued on Page 2

Chair art

WEIU students submit revised plans

''( 0

an convicted on three counts of sexual abuse
tences concurrently, said State's
Attorney Steve Ferguson.
Kater's estranged wife, Candace,
oles County circuit judge sen- received three years probation in
the owner of a local dry-clean- December after admitting to sexual
tore to five years in prison contact with the same boy. She has
ay for criminal sexual abuse since moved to Minnesota.
duction of child pornography.
Kater, the operator of Kater's
nnis A. Kater, 43, of rural Cleaners, 704 Jackson Ave., admitted
leston was sentenced to five in November to committing four sex
on each of three counts of acts between Dec. 11992 and Aug. 21,
ated criminal sexual abuse and 1993 on a teen-age boy in his employe years for one count of child ment. Kater also took several nude,
aphy. Kater will serve the sen- sexually explicit photos of the youth.

Ferguson said he was seeking three would have testified that he and
years for each sexual-abuse count and Kater engaged in oral sex several
four years on the child-pornography times and anal sex on at least one
count. The state had asked for consec- occasion. Candace Kater was going to
utive prison terms, which would have testify that Dennis Kater possessed at
totaled 19 years. Kater could be least two nude photographs of the boy.
Kater pleaded guilty after Ferguson
released in two-and-one-half-years, if
he gets credit for good behavior, agreed to amend the charges to eliminate the contention that Kater abused
Ferguson said.
Kater could have received a maxi- his position of authority over the boy.
mum seven years for the sexual-abuse The change reduced the charges from
counts and 15 years for the child- a Class 1 felony to a Class 2 felony,
Ferguson said.
pornography count.
According to court records, the boy

·'•
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Fee
"'From Page 1
Klingenberg said that
since 1991, when Eastern
changed .its book policy to
keeping texts two years
instead of three, students
have purchased 33 percent
more books.
Klingenberg said the costs
of textbooks continue to
increase about 4 percent
each year. The amount
instructors are allowed for
each class has increased
from $50 to $60 . Eastern
spends close to $1 million
each year for textbooks.
Textbook-rental fees have

not changed since 1991 ,
when book fees dropped by
$3.
As part of Hencken's plan,
the Office of Student Affairs
is proposing a $5 fee
increase for Lantz Gymnasium and O'Brien Stadium.
Students have not seen a
change in the $7 .50 fee for
Lantz Gym since it was first
approved in 1969, according
to
a
document from
Hencken's office.
Hencken is also asking for
an incr.ease in the pharmacy
portion of the Health Service
fee. If approved, pharmacy
fees would increase $3 per
semester from the current

+From Page 1
"We are willing to make this sacrifice in
order to prove to you our sincere commitment to the production of a quality newscast," the proposal says.
The revision also calls for the newscast
to be written, produced, directed and
anchored by students from the WEIU-TV
studios. Students would anchor their segment of the newscast and cut away to a
Mid-Illinois anchor in the Journal Gazette
newsroom for an update on stories being
pursued by Mid-Illinois Newspapers.
Students would be responsible for shooting any video footage needed for the MidIllinois segment.
The revision proposes that students prepare pre-recorded news packages for use by
Mid-Illinois anchors during summer, spring
and Christmas breaks.
The proposal also asks that a decisionmaking position be created for a studentelected representative on the board that
governs WEIU-TV to help eliminate any
miscommunications between administration and students.
Students said they think the revised proposal is a fair compromise that can work
for all parties involved.

$3.50 per semester. The proposed fee hike would cover
the rising costs of pha rmace.utical drugs.
Student Body President
Luke Neumann said there
could be problems for students if fees are not increased each year.
"Just by virtue of the year
that you were born, or when
you decide to go to college,
students would be faced with
exuberant fees if there is no
increase in fees for six
years," Neumann said.
It's better to increase student fees in small amounts
instead of once every six
years, ~e added.

"It's going to be a lot more work for the
students and requi~e a lot of time and dedication," said Janet Erdman. "From what
I've gathered from talking to other students, I think we're all willing to put forth
the extra effort. This is something we 've
been fighting for, and we're willing to put
forth the effort necessary to make it work."
Andy Bane , a producer/director for
WEIU said that he thinks all parties can be
satisfied by the new proposal. Although
students would like to have an earlier time
slot implemented next year, their primary
concern is the production aspect of the
newscast.
"For the time being, we would be very
happy with it; we're taking it one step at a
time," Bane said. "All we want now is to get
our newscast back to the way it was - written, produced, directed and anchored by the
students."
Bane and Erdman agreed that students
are not trying to eli.m inate Mid-Illinois
Newspaper employees from the program.
"We don't have a problem with that (the
involvement of Mid-Illinois Newspapers ),"
Erdman said. "We just felt that there was
another way of doing it that would involve
everyone."

Hot Buffet

~

Salad Bar

$450
11-2 p.m. All You Can Eat
Large Selection
Beer Specials
20 oz. Bud Light & Miller Lite

Never a Cover

Lunch
BLT $295
Mucha Nacho $295
Dinner
Chef Salad $2 15
Ribeye Steak Sand.
19 to Enter & 21 to drin

The EIU Juggling Club Proudly Presents the 4th Ann

EIU JUGGLING EXTRAVAGAN
PUBLIC SHOW
Saturday, Feb 26 • 7 p.m. • Charleston High School Audit
Featuring International Juggling Champion from Ok/ah

- ONDY MARVEL also featuring . .. the Ninja Juggler,
& Comedian Troy Roark
and Jugglers from all over North America

Admission: $3 Adults • $2 Children under 12 & Senior Citiz
Advance tickets available at Speedie Lube
and Mack Moore Shoes and at the door.
Feb. 26th at McAfee open juggling all day starting at 9:30 a.m., no eh
Feb. 27 back in McAfee to juggle all day, no charge
FOR INFORMATION CALL 581-3394

AS SEEN ON T.V.

* SPRAY AWAY THE PO

DietAid 3000 is the only breath spray which acts as
appetite suppressant, relieving hunger pangs and
mental desire to eat. This spray has a
pleasant peppermint flavor.

• 100% NATURAL
• Use with Current Diet • No Calories Per S
•Vitamin C
• Easy to Use
• Discreet
• Convenient

***ORDER TODAY***
Money Back Guaranteed! Please allow 2-4 weeksfordel

ONLY $19.95 FOR A 3 MONTH SUPPLY
(includes shipping & handling) Send cash, check or money o

HEALIBCARE PRODUCTS
3330 HILCROFf, STE. D-411
HOUSTON, TX 77057

Wednesday at

<:/11arty's
unch Special:
Hoa~Steak

w/Marty s Fries $2 49
Introducing Ice House on tap

$1 Draft,s

Tonite: Mozzarella sticks
& Onion Rings
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If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to y our classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMYROTC
TIE SMDTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU WI TUE.
For details, visit Room 308, Klehm Hall or call

581-5944
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Students
forsee
budget
cuts
By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer

Students making budget
presentations at Tuesday's
Apportionment Board meeting
said they realize cutbacks in
their funding requests are
inevitable, as student organization budget hearings continue for two more weeks.
At the AB meeting, members of the University Board's
homecoming, lectures, general
costs, performing arts, communications and human potential committees gave their
budget requests for the
upcoming school year.
"They were very informan Brian Becker. an undecided major. removes dead leaves from plants in the tive," said AB Chairman
greenhouse as part of his clean-up duties Tuesday afternoon.
Blake Wood. "I liked how all of
the presenters said they were
willing to sacrifice certain
items."
Wood reminded AB members they would have to make
drastic cuts. Wood has said he
ite the incentive of Texpects about $400,000 in
just wanted to give someone
giveaways and the
budget requests but will only
Battle" with Southern another chance in life by letting them
have about $305,000 to alloois University
at have some of my blood."
cate. The AB receives its
dale, Eastern students
appropriated funding from a
-Nancy Bacon $14.50
ey give blood because it
semesterly student fee.
senior English major
people.
"We will have to cut at least
just wanted to give some$100,000, Wood said. "It could
other chance in life by
get as high as $130,000."
"I'm here because I heard of ' A large portion of the
them have some of my students, but also faculty,
,• said Nancy Bacon, a staff and community mem- the shortage of blood the Red University Board HomeCross has," said sophomore coming Committee's budget
or English major who bers.
Monday's blood donations, Angela Jordan, an elementary increase .from last ye~i will go
ted blood Tuesday. "I've
n blood several times which totaled 318 pints, education ·major. "I thought it to fund Eastern's centennial
.. . close to a gallon of accounted for more than one- would be good to donate some celebration .
fourth of the drive's goal of blood to help people who need
Matt Giordano, homecomtotal."
ing chairman, said the homeause of the recent Los 1,200 pints . Currently, it."
Another factor that has coming committee wants to
Jes earthquake and a Eastern has accumulated 625
her of canceled blood pints of blood. Southern increased donors is the ser- celebrate the centennial year
University
at vice received during the dona- with a formal dance on Homein other regions of the Illinois
, the Red Cross reports Carbondale has collected 420 tion process, said freshman coming night.
Tricia Daly.
The Homecoming Commit is lacking several blood pints ofblood.
"The best part about it is ittee requested a budget of
Last fall's blood drive fell
including types 0 posiand .negative, AB nega- short of its goal by more than the people," Daly said. ''All the $9,950 for the 1994-95 school
nurses are very nice and pro- year at Tuesday's AB meeting.
100 pints.
d B positive.
ave Cline, local blood
Cline said the drive has fessional and they get things The request is $3,035 more
coordinator, attributes experienced "up and down" done quickly. You get a lot of than last year's approved budstrong showing at the success the last two days . individual attention here, get of $6,915.
Giordano said he wants to
drive thus far to good "Monday went well, but we unlike some other places."
"The whole set up looks cater the Homecoming Ball to
des by Eastern students were short of staff, and
members of the commu- Tuesday we had more staff well done and very profession- students, alumni, faculty and
al," said Michael Taylor, a the Charleston community.
but fewer donors."
"Giving blood is a family member of Eastern's staff. "I
Joan Gossett, director of the
Eastern) students are
supportive of the blood tradition," said Stephen Falk, will probably be back to give Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, suggested
e," said Cline, who has Eastern's vice president for blood next year."
The blood drive will contin- money designated for the cen· ated the drives for the institutional advancement.
three years. "When we "My grandmother was heavily ue through Thursday in the tennial celebration be set
e to Eastern we can involved in the Red Cross. I'll Grand Ballroom of the Martin aside from the AB reserve in
· what (blood pint total) give as many times as they Luther King Jr. University its own budget.
Union.
In other matters, the UB's
came for from, not only are willing to take me."
Lectures Committee presented its request of $434,450. The
request is $14,500 more than
last year's approved budget of
$19,950.
Kristen Nielsen, lectures
RINGFIELD, Ill. CAP) - Three leading the truth about the state's finances and the committee chairwoman, said
mocratic gubernatorial candidates repeat- only one saying upfront she will raise the decision to add one speakmany of their same campaign messages income taxes $2.5 billion to fund education er for Women's Awareness
d took numerous political jabs at each and provide property tax relief.
Month in March made the
Richard Phelan, Cook County board presi- increase necessary.
er during a debate Tuesday.
Before the hourlong debate got underway, dent, said Netsch and Attorney General
Other budget requests inscuffle broke out with a fourth candidate, Roland Burris have been in government clude:
Gierach, after he and his press secre- nearly 50 years combined and are part of the
• The UB's General Costs
tried to crash the event by crossing a problem.
Committee requested $18,485,
Burris painted Netsch as a wealthy which is $2,120 more than last
rity line.
Press secretary Ziff Sistrunk was woman out of touch with voters. He said she year's budget of $16,365.
tained by police officers but later released doesn't understand that her tax proposal is
• UB's Communications
going to break the poor and middle class.
r no complaints were filed.
Committee requested $9,657,
Netsch said $1 billion of her tax proposal which is $334 more than last
The debate shed little new light on the
tly contested race for the March 15 prima- would be earmarked for education, $1 billion year's budget of $9,335.
for property tax relief and $500 million to
• UB's Performing Arts
Comptroller Dawn Clark Netsch wove all provide a progressive income tax exemption Committee requested $36,605,
er answers around an honesty theme. for low- and middle-income families.
which is $1,725 more than last
etsch said she is the only candidate telling
year's budget of $34,880.

Happy 22nd
Birthday
JUDY JANKOWSKI

udents give blood to help

''T..L

emocratic debate produces
olitical jabs, same messages

Philadelphia (PG13) 7:00, 9:30

~~TED'S

e.JiLADIES
-~NIGHT

DJ - Rock -n- Roll

20 oz Miller Lite,
Bud, Micheal Shea
:. '. OnJy.$1 00 -. ~
$1 00 Mixers

NO COVER
~11) :11.lf;\Yi
Daily Special
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink and Chips

$3
29
.
.

• We Honor Any
Competitor's Coupon
•Double Stamps On
Sub Club Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.
636 W. Lincoln
348-SUBS

!WHAT'S COOKIN'I

~l•Iff!lllfillli'
TQDAY•5
SPECIALS
• Chicken fried steak
with real mashed
potatoes, green
beans and a biscuit
• Chicken fajita pita
sandwich with soup
or salad
• Garden omelette with
soup a nd muffin

Scrumptious Desserts
Fresh Baked Muffins
Daily Breakfast Specials
409 7th St.• 345-7427
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Randy Shilts left a lasting legacy for us
Randy Shilts of The San
anced writing can be seen
Francisco Chronicle died last
reaction to the book.
week. I was sorry to read
Although it was critical of
about it. Shilts was an excelReagan administration, Sh
"When history
lent journalist and an almost
didn't
spare his own corn
pioneering author.
spoke to Shilts,
nity, accusing San Franci
By all accounts he was a
compelled us gays of endangering lives
good man as well, and
whether his name is immeditaking foolish risks in their
to listen. "
battle to protect sexual fr
ately familiar or not, he may
dom.
have done more to educate
Chris
Shilts' "Conduct
the country about the AIDS
Sundheim
Unbecoming: Gays and
epidemic than all but a few
Lesbians in the U.S. Mili
people.
He was a trail-blazer of sorts, too, as one of the
was equally impressive. In embarrassing detail, It
nation's first openly gay reporters.
described the struggle of gay soldiers who be
When The Chronicle announced that Shilts had
targets of investigation and humiliating scrutiny
died late Wednesday, he was immediately heralded
under the Pentagon's ban on homosexuality.
Shilts was something of a historian as well.
for his thorough and balanced coverage of AIDS and
best parts of his books are those that look back
the gay community. Although he had deep personal
the start of the disease and even to the earliest
stakes in both issues, Shilts was a journalist before
he was a homosexual or an AIDS patient.
records of the gay-rights question. When history
Shilts never hid the fact that he was gay. In May
spoke to Shilts, he compelled us to listen.
In writing "Conduct Unbecoming," Shilts insi
t 972, during a class presentation in college, he
that an informational gap needed to be filled in
revealed his sexual orientation and vowed never to
debate over issues of homosexuality. Americans
mask his identity again.
needed a timely, historical overview right away.
"When heterosexuals start hiding their wedding
rushed through the final draft, readers will never
rings ... I'll start covering up the fact that I'm gay,"
he said in t 989.
know it.
Perhaps the saddest loss in Shilts' death, ho
He wasn't as forthcoming with his disease, hiding
is the fact that "Conduct Unbecoming" was to
the diagnosis he received in t 985 until last year. He
said he had feared going public would hurt his role
last book. Without him, future gaps in coverage
AIDS and the gay community are apt to go unfl
as a reporter on AIDS issues.
But even before Shilts disclosed his illness, he
At 42, there were surely many more stories and
ground-breaking books he could have produced
rose to become a de facto spokesman for the disease, its history and its victims. He was frequently
We'll never know what resources have been lo
Recognizing the stigma attached to homosex
consulted as an AIDS expert and may have enjoyed
ty, Shilts knew his best plan would be to publi
a fuller understanding of the issue than most physithe issue rather than become an activist. Bring It
cians, activists or politicians.
the forefront, but don't take it any farther.
He will be remembered as an outstanding
" Every gay writer who tests positive ends up
reporter/writer for more than his bylines and books being an AIDS activist," he said. "I wanted to k
he stayed objective despite his own connection with
on being a reporter."
the issues at hand.
He was right, and that commitment is part of
Shilts' t 987 best-seller " And the Band Played On:
People, Politics and the AIDS Epidemic," was an
instructive legacy he leaves behind for all journ
exhaustive history of the disease. It followed the
and authors.
neglect of governments and the medical community
- Chris Sundheim is the news editor and a "
in the disease's early years and later became an HBO
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
movie.

he

AB, senate did
well in handling
Ree request
The Apportionment Board and the Student
Senate demonstrated good judgment last
week in their handling of the Sports and
Recreational Board's additional allocation
request, and both boards deserve credit for
looking at the request responsibly.
Last Tuesday, the AB voted to cut the Sports
and Recreation Board's
•
•
original request of
$30,324 to $4,211. The
- - - - - - - - - original amount would
have paid for such items as additional weightIi fti ng equipment, a foosball table and a
bumper-pool table.
The senate passed the revised allocation at
last Wednesday's regular senate meeting.
The cut was met with predictable reaction
from the Sports and Recreation Board. R.J.
Wood, chairman of the board, immediately
cried foul, saying the AB was not acting in the
best interest of the students.
"I am disappointed," Wood said. "The students are getting cheated."
But the members of the AB didn't think students would be cheated by not having more
weights or card decks or backgammon games
at their disposal in the Ree Center, and neither
did the members of the senate.
AB members saw the matter as one of financial responsibility. AB Chairman Blake Wood
said earlier this week that because of the number and size of the budget requests it has
received, the AB may be forced to cut budget
requests by as much as $100,000.
The AB expects to allocate about $305,000
in student fee money to student organizations
for the upcoming academic year.
Every year, Director of Recreational Sports
David Outler and his assistants come before the
AB asking for large amounts of money and predicting catastrophic consequences for students
if their requests aren't granted. But this year,
Outler changed tactics by saying that with his
original request, the Ree Center could become
a bar alternative - something much sought
after by both the city and the university.
Fortunately, members of the AB and the senate did accept this as a valid premise. At a time
when the AB is preparing to make large cuts, it
would not have been prudent to allow any one
organization to pocket more than $30,000 of
students' money.

Editor1al

Reader finds life
too success, goal
oriented for taste
Dear editor:
Speaking in response to Chris
Seper's column "Maybe we could
all use a good road trip," I found
some difficulty in placing my
overwhelming waves of relief and
understanding into adequate
words.
Far too many people interpret
the American dream as consisting
of a safe office job, a dependable
automobile and a secure habitat
encircled by a white picket fence.
No thanks, I will have to pass.
Life is much more than a race to
accumulate and achieve the
largest mound of socially accepted goals.
Like the girl from Ireland,
whom I profoundly admire, I too
am often considered a loser or a
lost soul; I am not working to
accomplish any specific goals
here at Eastern except simply to
learn of events and facts that
interest me. Obviously, my disposition has been accused to suspiciously resemble that of a hedonist.
That I may be, but I plan to
fully live out the life that God
gave me. I often feel disgusted
when I witness a life that has
been reduced to a simple routine.
Jack Kerouac, as well as Henry
David Thoreau would not beg to
differ.
Many of the common people I
encounter from day to day
choose to shrug me off as just
strange. Nevertheless, the worst
disease a character could contract
is that of boring normalcy. I
intend to pursue my lifestyle and
continue to "redefine success."
I may not ever possess the
secure office occupation, and I

Your turn
may end up soliciting painted
coconut shells on Mallory Dock in
Key West, Fla., but I have honestly never heard anyone in their
final moments of life say they
wish they had spent more time at
the office. Bravo Chris Seper.
Laura Feuerborn

Al Hofeld is best
candidate for office
of attorney general
Dear editor:
The attorney general is the
state's lawyer. And you know
what they say about lawyers.
I submit there are lawyers who
choose to direct their daily pursuits governed by a singular ethical purpose, to do what is right.
For those skeptics amused by the
concept of legal ethics and hopelessly enamored with the negatives of the legal .profession, I
offer a contradiction - Al Hofeld.
Hofeld came from a single-parent family. College was attained ·
through a scholarship to to
Harvard. He enlisted in the U.S.
Army. He took out loans to
attend law school, and a quite a
lawyer he became.
Utility companies, drug companies, the medical establishment
and insurance interests - all have
been confronted in court by
Hofeld in landmark cases on the
behalf of working people and
families. If Hofeld doesn't win, he
doesn't get paid, and Hofeld is
very well paid.
Hofeld is the clear choice of
those voters wishing to return a
working mentality to state government. This is a choice not
often seen; a lawyer sharing a
perspective with the working

people of Illinois. His extens
legal experience will define
vigilance, vigilance from an
designed to protect Illinois'
zens.
No other candidate for the
attorney general's office can
compare to Hofeld's experi
and, most importantly, his
proven record of represent!
the common interests of all
Illinois' working people. Ho
has governed his legal career
with integrity and the trust of
those he represents. Can the
any better choice for attorney
general?

Joe

News headline
inaccurate, but
very revealing
Dear editor:
Whoops! I couldn't help n
ing the headline for the Feb.
article in The Daily Eastern N
describing the second of thr
alcohol task force hearings.
In case you missed it, the
headline read, "Round two:
Students ask city not to up d
ing age." And all this time
were led to believe that the
debate concerned the bar-en
age. Talk about a Freudian sll

Wiiiiam Ad

Col11mn polic
The Daily Eastern News en
ages readers to submit guest
columns concerning any topic
issue that may be relevant to
readership.
Columns should be.restricted
no more than two typewritten
double-spaced pages and must
include the author's name and
telephone number.
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uzzard delay 'normal'
e Buzzard Building's
ation and expansion is
weeks behind schedule,
is completely normal,
the project's chairman.
this stage, in a project
's magnitude, it always
s time," said Mahmood
the project's chairman.
utt said right now the
ittee awaits revised
of the project's original
e said Architect Robert
er, of Rettberg-Gruber
"tects, provided the comwith a program for the
· g project in December.
central committee for
d renovation reviewed
rogram and suggested
changes to accommo-

date the interests of all the
departments that will be
housed in the building.
Physical Plant Director Ted
Weidner sent a list of the committee's recommendations to
Gruber who has to incorporate the changes in the building program and provide
revised copies for review by
the committee, said Butt, who
expects Gruber's revised
report soon.
After the committee reviews the changes, Gruber
will develop the detailed
designs for the renovation, he
said. Once the designs are
complete, the committee will
review it and make a final
decision.
After renovations are complete, the Buzzard Building
will house the College of
Education, the journalism

department, Student Publications, the radio and television center and some divisions of home economics.
The Illinois Capital Development Board released $11.3
million for the project, which
university officials expect to
take three years to complete.
The renovation will include
remodeling and expanding
existing classroom facilities,
faculty offices, the instructional materials center and
the Reading Center, which
provides tutorial services.
A two-story addition of
more than 14,000 square feet
will be built as part of the
expansion. Also included in
the project are new heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems and more accessibility for people with disabilities.

o referendums added to
culty Senate March ballot
e Faculty Senate Tuesday passed a
requesting faculty suggestions on the
of department chairmen's terms and
er candidates for the positions should
uired to receive 51 percent of faculty

rt.
motion, which will be placed on senMarch election ballot, will be written as
parate referendums.
e referendum will ask faculty whether
favor retaining the three-year term for

department chairmen or extending the
length of the term.
A second referendum will ask faculty if
they approve of the Faculty Senate's resolution that department chairmen _candidates
must receive 51 percent approval from members of the department who are tenured or
tenure track in at least their second year of
service.
Also at Tuesday's meeting, the senate discussed with Eastern Registrar John Conley
its concern that faculty don't have enough
time to process grades at the end of each
semester.

The Men of

LAMBDA CHI
~
ALPHA
would like to thank

Sandy
Schanaberger
for being a terrific

''Crescent Girl''

You're the Best!
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hurth Street ~
Records ]

CHAINS
9.98 CD

Located at 4th & Lincoln

5.98 Cassette

(Across from Hardee's)

10% OFF
Jewelry
T-Shirts
Candles
Stickers
Perfume Oil

PAVEMENT
13.98 CD
8.98 Cassette

lice arrest Eastern student
• Bradley D. Wright, 21, of
Mattoon was arrested on
charges of theft under $300 at
rleston police arrested
12:52 a.m. Saturday at Moyear-old Eastern student
ther's Tavern, 506 Monroe
day on several drugAve.
charges.
• Corey G. Jones, 23, of
will continue. The arrest was
lly Willis, 22, of 1052 made in connection with the 1603 Jackson was arrested on
St. was arrested on East Central Illinois Drug charges of unlawful discharge
es of possession of less Task Force.
of a weapon at 4:40 p.m.
one gram of cocaine,
· Among other items in Saturday at 1603 lOth St.
n 30 and 500 grams of Charleston police reports
• Lester Buildings Comp'uana and less than 10 Tuesday:
any, W. Rt. 316, reported a
of psilocybin after offi• Terry L. Brazzell, 37, of burglary occurred at the busiexecu ted a search war- 420 W. State St. was arrested ness sometime between 9:30
at his residence.
on charges of aggravated a.m. Saturday and 5:30 a.m.
Rollins of the Mattoon assault and resisting arrest at Sunday. The suspect entered
e Department said an 7:42 p.m. Saturday at 500 1/2 through a window and stole a
tigation of the situation Sixth St.
variety of items.
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1-2 tenants
345-4489
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WOOD REAL ESTATE
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AND OPERATED
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1 .00

PINTS
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r------------------------,

$1.99
Every
Wednesday!
345-3890

or

345-3400

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

the Dungeon tomorrow:
Keith Harden and Dawna
Nelson w/Motherlode.

FREE Hot Dogs. Nachos.
Popcorn. Lemonade
9:30 - l 0 p.m.

Coml)liments of
UB Comedy

Spaghetti
Special

• Large Dining Area
• Poor Boy Sandwiches
• Salads, Beer & Wine

0

"Seen on HBO and Showtime"
FREE ADMISSION

1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON

•

For one pizza, it's only $7.95.
Charleston
909 18th Street

348-7515

345-2380
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FCC orders cable rates cut
WASHINGTON (AP) - For
the second time in less than a
year, the Federal Communication Commission is
ordering cable companies to
cut the prices they charge for
programs and equipment. The
7 percent reduction should
affect 90 percent of America's
cable television subscribers.
The FCC unanimously approved the new rate cut on
Tuesday, 10 months after
ordering a 10 percent rate
reduction that backfired for
some consumers, who complained that their bills went
up.
The new rate cut is expected to take effect in mid-May.
Though the impact on any
individual bill isn't immediately known, most consumers
can expect to pay less for cable

broadcast, government and
public access channels plus
such services as CNN, ESPN
and the Weather Channel
could expect to pay $21 a
month when the new rates go
into effect.
The cable industry rejected
service each month because
the reduction covers all chan- the new rate structure as arbinels except pay-per-view and trary and punitive and immepremium services like HBO, diately vowed to challenge it
Showtime and Encore.
in federal court. Democrats in
"If the subscribers look at Congress who had led the
what they were buying in effort to regulate the cable
September of 1992, the price industry in 1992 praised the
will have gone down one- FCC's action.
sixth" when the new rates go
The rules approved Tuesinto effect, FCC Chairman day also broaden the commisReed Hundt said in an inter- sioners' ability to take action
if they find that a cable comview.
That would mean a sub- pany has tried to avoid the
scriber who in September of rate cuts by changing the way
1992 paid $25 a month for a it packages or bills for serpackage that includes local vices.

*SPECIAL

348-5454

Nominations for the annual Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. scholarship are now being
accepted by Eastern's chapter of the American
Association of University Professors.
The scholarship is available to full-time students who demonstrate a commitment to academic excellence and a desire to improve the
quality of human existence for all races, said
David Maurer, president of Eastern's chapter of
theAAUP.
Nominations are solicited from students, faculty, staff and administration and must be submitted by March 18, Maurer said. The scholarship fund amount is currently undetermined

but generally runs between $150 and $300, he
said.
''We look for students who physically support
his (King's) desire to promote the equality of all
people," Maurer said. "Recipients in the past
have been seen as selfless leaders."
When reviewing the nominations, the chapter looks for certain "key" questions to be
answered, Maurer said. The students must present major, GPA, a recommendation of academic excellence, a statement of the nominee's commitment on and off campus to King's ideals and
a written personal assessment of the student's
character, Maurer said.
He added the scholarship was established in
1970 in King's name to honor his memory and
perpetuate his ideals.
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CIA officer~ wife
charged with spying
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a
case with Cold War echoes
and implications for future
U.S.-Russia relations, a former top CIA counterintelligence officer and his wife
were arrested and charged
with selling national security
secrets to the Kremlin.
The case, as described in
the federal affidavit for the
arrest of Aldrich Hazen Ames
and his wife, has many of the
elements of a spy thriller
novel: hand-offs of secret CIA
documents at "dead drops;"
$1.5 million in alleged
Russian payoffs and FBI
agents sifting trash cans for
clues.
President Clinton called
the matter ''very serious," and
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher
summoned
Russian diplomat Vladimir
Chkhikvishvili for a formal
protest.
The White House was
reviewing how the case might
affect relations with Russia at
a time when the United
States is strongly supporting
President Boris Yeltsin and
providing millions of dollars ·

The men of

p

l

in aid.
The affidavit accuses Ames
and his wife of conspiring to
deliver information about
secret CIA operations and of
revealing the identity of a
Russian counterintelligence
officer who was spying for the
United States.
Ames is accused of being
an agent for the Russian foreign intelligence service,
known as the SVRR, which is
the direct successor to the
KGB of the former Soviet
Union.
Ames, 52, and his wife,
Maria Del Rosario Casas
Ames, 41, of Arlington, Va.,
appeared before a federal
magistrate in Alexandria, Va.,
on Tuesday on charges of conspiracy to commit espionage.
The couple, who had been
arrested Monday, were
ordered held without bail
until a hearing scheduled for
Friday.
Clinton said little about the
matter except to declare it "a
very serious case" and to
praise the FBI and CIA "for
the work they did in cracking"
it.

Proudly Presents their
Pledge Class

Gamma Lambda
Matt Marinaro
Scott Nair
Henry Ospina
Jim Redmond
Jason Rossi
Kevin Rutter

Dave DeGrazia
foe Fornero
Dan Gibbons
Chris Guidici
Johnny Hernandez
Tim Le Beau
Mark Valentis

Russia insists: No
new NATO threats
BONN, Germany (AP) Diplomats agreed Tuesday to
extend the Sarajevo ceasefire model to other besieged
Bosnian towns, with a crucial difference insisted on by
Moscow - no ·new NATO
threats, at least for now.
Russia opposed extending
the NATO
ultimatum
against Serb gunners around
Sarajevo to other parts of
Bosnia, two European officials said after a meeting
among Russian, U.S. and
European diplomats.
Diplomats agreed to push
the three warring factions
toward an overall agreement
on dividing up Bosnia in
three ethnic parts, according
to the officials, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
"For now, ·I would say, we
give peace a chance," said
Juergen Chrobog, a deputy

German foreign minister and
host of the meeting.
In a statement, diplomats
at the meeting said they
would seek to improve the
humanitarian situation in
Serb-besieged
Muslim
enclaves and pressure
Muslims and Croats for a
cease-fire in central Bosnia
and the southern city of
Mos tar.
They insisted the Serbs
not move to other warfronts
any of the artillery that they
removed from
around
Sarajevo in compliance with
the NATO ultimatum.
It was clear after
Tuesday's talks that Russia,
a traditional ally of the
Serbs, had added a new element to the Bosnia peace
effort. The faded superpower
also won some much-needed
respect.
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Amtrak introduces a special companion fare that really isn't
•
BRING
A
FRIEND
•
a fare-because it's zero, nothing. That's right-you travel
•
FREE
COUPON
at the regular fare and your companion goes for free ...
•
• yes, free when you travel on the following Amtrak routes: Chicago-St. Louis; ChKago•

I

•

• Quincy; Chkago-carbondale; Chicago-Grand Rapids; Sl. Louis-Kansas City. So bring in this •
•
• coupon ... stretch out in our comfortable seals and enjoy our meal and beverage service ...
• and save! r:or more information call your travel agent or Amtrak al 1-800-USA-RAIL. •
•

•

Free T-Shirts

Free T-Shirts

••

EIU vs SIU
''The Blood Battle"
VVednesday, Feb.23
Thursday, Feb. 24

••

11 am - 5 pm
11 am - 5 pm

For transportation to the blood drive, call 581-3118

Grand Ballroom
MLK University Union

+

American.
Red.Cross

•

•
•

•
•
•
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~r.htdulad to depart boarding slet1un af\er l pm on Frid~ or Sunda-.·.
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mw:c ticketlne m11r.'llnP.s.
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Government
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POLICY
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with. established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes nee- ·
essary to omit an advertisement.
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VISIT THE PACKING AND
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT AT
TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
FAX, MAKE COPIES, MONEY
ORDERS AND FRIENDLY
SERVICE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2123
Willing to clean houses and do
various odd jobs. Call Andrea.
345-4730.

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK!
Stay on the beach in a NEW
tropical oceanfront Motel! Well
located - AAA rated. Flamingo
Inn - you'll love it. Call 1-800682-0919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/11
CANCUN MEXICO: Stay at the
5-Star Oasis Cancun and party
with 4,000 other college students!! ·7 nights and 8 days the
flight departs March 18 at 6:00
PM out of Chicago O ' Hare
$649 .00 COMPLETE PRICE
(including departure taxes.)
Lower priced packages are
also available. CALL INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1800-327-6013 and ask for
ANDY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2125
SPRING
BREAK
'94
JAMAICA - from $469, CANCUN - from $469 Other destinations available: Daytona &
Panama City Beach. Call
Student Travel Services @800648-4849 or Bill @348-1479 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4

EDUCATION MAJORS to
nanny for six children in
Effingham. Three summer positions available: 1 full-time (MF) , 2 part-time (weekends).
Only serious need apply. Send
resume and references to 38 N
Lakewood Dr., Effingham, II
62401. Any questions Call Jill
347-5368 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/28
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Many earn
$2,000+/mo . in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels . For info. call: 1-206545-4155 ext. A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
Bartenders and waitresses.
Brian's Place, 2100 Broadway,
Mattoon - 234-4151
--------~2/25
AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE (CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII, AND
MORE!)
HURRY!
BUSY
SPRING AND SUMMER SEASONS RAPIDLY APPROACHING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919)
929-4398 EXT. C210
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2125

Place a 10 word Rides/Riders
Ad for ONLY $1. And we'll run it
for 5 DAYS without any
changes or cancellations.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.ha-00

2-3 female dog and cat lovers
to occupy 2 bedrooms in a 4
BR, 1400 sq . ft. apt. One BR
available day after graduation.
The other available 6-16-94 .
Utilities plus, rent of $175/mo.
on 12 month lease or $210
mo .on 1 O month lease. Ph.
Leigh at 345-5523. 10% discount for rent paid in advance.
--------~2125
2 NON-SMOKERS needed to
share house on 2nd St. for '9495 school yr. $160/mo. Call
345-7199.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2125

Band Looking for vocalist. Call
345-5234. Leave a message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2123
WANTED: Neon Beer Light .
345-5901. Jason.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2 /25

lVHTED
.-U>oPTIO!W
BIDEMIRIDERM

BoOJDU.TEil
litIJBLEililORM

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Many earn
$2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. For info. call: 1-206545-4155 ext. A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/4

Fon BENT
Fon lib.LE
Loi!T ~ FolJlWD

LOVING
RESPONSIBLE
COUPLE
EAGER
TO
BECOME
PARENTS
THROUGH ADOPTION . 309392-2574 COLLECT OR
LEAVE MESSAGE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca2123-2125,

Sublessor needed for Su 94 .
Have own room . Excellent
Location. Call Tracey 348-5872
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
Sublessor needed IMMEDIATELY. 2 Blocks from campus. $150
+ utilities. Call 345-3387. Ask for
Aleka.
---------~2125
One bedroom apt. Summer '94.
Park Place on 7th St. 345-3177
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2/23,25
Summer 94: 2 BR apt Park Place,
3-4 people Call 348-5902
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123
Desperately Seeking Sublessor
for roomy 1 bedroom apt .
Available March 15. Call 3459178
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/14
Brittany Ridge: Completely
Furnished 2 non-smoking
females to share end unit - complete with 3 baths , central air,
dishwasher, washer-dryer, closets
galore. 10 mo. lease $185 + utilities. Summer openings also available 345-7314
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8

ANNOIJN(JE~IEI'WT8

:i Daily Memilews
Classified Ad Form
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

ACROSS
1 Smelling
things?
&Howard and
Brown
10 Hill-climber of
rhyme
14Well-nigh
15 Hand-cream
additive
. 16 Writer Wiesel
17"- -Davis
Eyes"
18 1982 Beineix
thriller
11 Flat amount?
20 Subject of this
puzzle
22 Designer
Gernreich
230pulence
24 - - Islands

26 Hamilton of the
Carter White
House
30 "Topper" pooch
31 Tom Joad, e .g .
32 Bond
35 Fixed-up
building
39 Accord signer
of '78
41 G.I. address
42 Tool for
bending cold
metal
43 Laugher?
44Bumper
blemish
46 Noted name in
lithography
47 TV palomino
41 Maintain
51 Promised Land
548umpkin

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:
O Cash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
O Credit

O Check

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

__.J

4 Bdrm Furnished House
Washer/Dryer, Barroom Close to
Square Call 728-2035 or 72BB960 After 6 pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 212B
FOR RENT: NEED TWO COLLEGE WOMEN TO SHARE
LARGE ROOM IN CHARMING
OLDER HOME. 12 BLOCKS EIU.
230 EACH (UTILITIES INCLUDED). 348-1B14 HOLLY/MINDY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./2
Sublessor needed for Su 94 .
$100 +utilities. Call 345-5282
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2128

.__I_i_m_.LM_80_B8_

__.

2 male Sublessors needed for
Summer - Royal Heights 176/mo.
345-9507 (Brian or John)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ V25
Need a sublessor for your
place? Put your ad here in The
Daily Eastern News Classifieds
and find one fast! And without
alot of Hassle! For more info,
call Student Publications at
581-2812. or go the Business
Office in Buzzard Building. Do tt
today!

BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have Black Leadership skits tonight at8
p.m. in the Dvorak Concert Hall of the Fine Arts Building.
PHI GAMMA NU will hold a pledge meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Room
017 of Lumpkin Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Bible Study tonight at 6
p.m. in Room 109A of Coleman Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass tonight at 9 p.m. in
the Newman Center.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a Special Events, Fundraising and
Awards meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Walkway of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. Each chapter must send one representative.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have African Attire Day all day today.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting tonight at 5:30
p.m. Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
PRE-LAW CLUB meeting will be tonight at 6 p.m. in _Room 219 of coleman Hall.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS MEETING will be tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
Room 232 of Coleman Hall.
IFC COMMUNITY SERVICE Committee will meet tonight at 5 p.m. in
the Casey Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM will be tonight at 4 p.m. in
Room 215 of the Physical Science Building.
STUDENT ACTION TEAM will hold its weekly meeting tonight at 7 p.m.
in the Paris Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
GREEK WEEK BOOKLET committee meeting will not be tonight.
GREEK WEEK PHILANTHROPY meeting will be tonight at 6:30 p.m.
in the Walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
GREEK WEEK ELECTIONS committee meeting will not be tonight.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB SPEAKER Forum will be tonight at 5:30 p.m. in
Room 200 of Blair Hall.
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA will meet tonight at 7:15 p.m. in Blair Hall.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted m
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that it
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

56 Barbra's co-star

in '68
57 Noted
performers on
20-Across's
shows
63 Falling-out
64"--Man"
(Estevez flick)
65 Kind of cannon
&&Opposed
67 Geometry
datum
&a Wipe out
69 It may generate
interest
70 Clobber
71 Jinni

DOWN
1 Kemo-2 Sacked out
3Agood deal
4 1984 Nobelist
5"--by
Starlight"
&Baseof a
number system
7 "Thimble
Theater" name
8 Smoked salmon
I Rap session?
10 Performer on
20-Across's
debutshow
11 Alimentary
canal part
12Yorba-13 Admit
21 Bronchiole
locale
25Snobbery
26 Playwright
Logan

56

63
66

69

27 Rubber-stamp
28 The Cyclone,
e.g.
29 Performer on
20-Across's
debutshow
30 Light gas
33 Alan or Cheryl
34 Newsorg.
founded in 1958
36 Wealthy person
37 Ripening agent
38 Insurance writer
A.M.40 Georgia home

45 Mr. Kaplan
48 Draw in
soused wax,
perhaps
51--Sea
(W.W. II site)
52--acid
53 Gore/Perot
debate topic

55 Lusitania sinker

sa "You are--·
59 Ran like mad

so Rich soil
61 Former Sinclair
competitor
62Examined
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P.M.
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WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Inside Edition
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

College Basketball: Major Dad
Wings
Seton Hall at

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

Griffrth
Hillbillies (6:35)

Unsolved Myst.

Winter Olympics

Thea
The Critic

Syracuse

Bullseye
NBA Basketball

New Explorers

Sisters

Beverly Hills, 90210

Wild Sanctuaries
Arctic

Little House

Home Improve.
Grace Under Fire
Crusaders

College Basketball: Movie: Cocoon: The
Duke at Florida St. Return

Warriors at Bulls

Nature

Movie: Notorious

Melrose Place

Wings

Bonanza

Star Trek the Next
Generation

Beyond2000

News
America/Wholey

News
Married ...

SportsCenter

Star Trek

Wild Sanctuaries
Arctic

Motorweek
Movie

Now
Law & Order
News
Jay Leno

News
David (10:35)

USA-26

Murder She Wrote

Wings

News
Renegade

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved Myst.

SuperSonics at
Hawks
Movie: Big Bad
Mama II

Ld~IFIED !.DTEBTI~ING
utifully decorated house for
girls including washer and
rand large lawn. 1508 - 1st
2 blocks N. of O'Brien field.
g 1-June 1 lease. $180.00
r person monthly - you pay
r own utilities • Call 34513 Eads Realty for Jan or
rlotte.

~-:-::---==----=--=--:-·5/6

Nice Roomy 2 Bedroom
obile home for 2 people.
ter and garbage included in
t. $160 each for two. 345-

2123
:=-:O::-:-N-:-:O:-:M-:-:1-::::C-:-A-:--L:-!7$1-=-=3=-=5=-_o=-=o per
on per month. (lowest price
r campus!) 3 bdrm apt for 3
rsons. Aug. 1 to June 1
. 2 Blocks N. of EIU, parly furnished. Call 345-2113
ds Realty for Charlotte or
. (Waddell Apts.)
5/6
"'"A-::S-:1N-,-G::--:A-=P-=T:-:S-=Fo-=-=-R-=F=-A L L
e to EIU. Excellent ccind.
pets. M-F:8-5 Sat. 9-12 345-

Furnished 3 bedroom apt w/private entrance $500 month. Share
utilities 1 1/2 block from EIU.
Security deposit required plus
lease. No pets Call 348-8620
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2122
Quiet Responsible Females
(Pet owners considered) to
share 5 BR Apt. Lg. LR,
Kitchen, 2 Baths, Low utilities.
Ph-Leighe 345-5523
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/18
4 Bedroom house for girls Aug
1 to June 1 lease Call after 5
pm 345-9670 No Pets
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2122
Need 4 or 5 girls for well maintained student house 1 1 /2
Block from Old Main 1994
Academic Year 348-8406

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

1 apt. furnished across from
campus 2 bdrm. house close to
campus. No pets. Available Fall
1994. Call 345-3059

Furnished 6 bedroom house, 2
bath available 8-1-94 for 94-95
school year no pets l 1/2 block
from EIU. 175 per bedroom per
month. Security deposit split
utilities Call 348-8620
--------~2122
WHAT A SAVINGS! Heat, lights,
water, trash and air conditioning
included! 4 1/2 blocks from
Campus (behind Pizza Hut). 1
bedroom apts. 1 person - 1
bdrm. $325.00 per month, 2 persons - 1 bdrm. $185.00 each. 11
1/2 month lease. Aldo Roma
Apts, Call 345-2113 Eads Realty
for Charlotte or Jan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
Now leasing for Fall. McArthur
Manor Apartments two-bedroom furnished apartments.
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231 .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

----.,...,--,---...,.--..,.516

4 or 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AND ONE BEDROOM APTS.
NOW RENTING FOR NEXT
SCHOOL YEAR - 345-5728
~---:-:--:----,-.,,---516
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2124
Bedroom furnished Apts. For
or 4 people. Dishwasher FOR LEASE-LARGE 3 BEDge disposal, trash pick up
ROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR THIS
d parking paid. Call 345SUMMER OR 94-95 SCHOOL
2-00
YEAR. CALL 345-3664
,_.M.,.,..M,..,,E"'°R-0:-N-:L-:-Y:-TW=:-:-:-=-o-=/T,,,..,H, REE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
DROOM HOUSES EXCEL- 6 bedroom house-6 person
T CONDITION. CLOSE TO
max. 165/mon.-10 mon lease MPUS. VERY REASON1 block from square - Call after
LE. 348-5032
6:00pm 345-3411 or 345-7553
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
3/14
,,.,.w.,.,....,..L=E-=-A-=-s.,..,.1N-:-:G::--:::F-=o-=R-=FA L L.
2 GIRLS FOR 2 BR HOUSE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 10 MO
artment rentals, 1 & 2
LEASE WASHER & DRYER
room apartments, furnished
unfurnished 348-7746.
$450 MO. 1520 12th St. 3457553
5/6
:-::R-L-=E,..,.A-=-s=E-:--L-:-A=R-=G-=E-3:--:::-::BED_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/11
OM FURNISHED APART1427 9th St. - 2 BR APT, clean,
NTS AVAILABLE FOR THIS
well maintained, A/C, off street
MMER OR 94-95 SCHOOL parking - $320/Month/12
R. CALL 345-3664
months ($160/person) 201
Buchanan (near STIX) - 2 BR
APT, (A/C, Washer/dryer),
large house. Very clean . · $320/month/12 months and 5
to campus. AU sessions~ BR APT, (A/C, Washer/dryer),
l $200.00 per mo. incl. utili- $175/person/month/10 months.
345-4853
. Pat Novak (708)789-3772
-,...-,..,----,-----3/1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2128
& Houses for 1 person to
3 Bedroom remodeled apt. Low
people All locations close to
utilities close to campus 1/2
pus. Call 349-8374/leave block north of Domino's. Call
ssage. For 94-95 school
348-8792
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
FALL HOUSES 1806 11th,
---:------:---:=-:-:-3/2
1810 Johnson, 1022 Second;
ting House~ for Fall 94-95
close to EIU. For 2 people to
two-bedroom apartments 415
people. Leave message or Harrison. Call 388-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15
I Marilyn at 345-3554 4:00pm
NEW APARTMENTS 1/2
~-----~2128 . BLOCK FROM BUZZARD
nice partially furnished 1 Ready for Fall '94 Call today
bedrooms mobile home. for 345-2265
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125
person. Quiet trailer court.
ter and garbage included in
2 bdrm townhouses and 1 bdrm
apartments still available. Call
nt. $260 - 270 per month.
345-6533
508

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

New formal dress. $150 .00
OBO Size 8-10 Shelley 5812329
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125
Olympic Weight Set Barbell
Weights - 365 lbs. Bar - 2000
lb. cap. Bench, squat rack, curl
bar, $600 Call 268-3788
--------~2128
YAMAHA DX27S SYNTHESIZER MUST SELL $275.00 OBO.
LEAVE MESSAGE 348-0813
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2124

LOST A blue backpack containing notes and a pair of gloves on
217 Please Call Todd 345-5833
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/23
FOUND: A pair of black wire
framed glasses. Come to
Student Publications to claim
--------~2/23

FOUND : Black coin purse.
Identify at Student Publication
--------~2/23

LOST: Drivers License and ID
card. If found please call Dawn
Oswald at 581-3338
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123
LOST: Green DZ pullover jacket
and keys. Please call 348-7886
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123
FOUND: Small puppy found Please call and identify to claim.
348-1695
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125
Notice to those who stole the
Panther Pride Fan Club Sign
boards: Please return the sign
boards to where you took them
from and there will be no questions asked . A tremendous
amount of time and effort went
into the making of them in order
to better the university. Please
find it in your heart and we will
be forgiving and very grateful.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125

Calvin and Hobbes
'ri~~ ~~\ ~OJ TEK\1\~G

\JS 11-\'t G'tNO'tR:S GF
~OJWS?

FOUND: Gold Bracelet. Pick up
at Student Publications 127
Buzzard.
--------~2125

FOUND: 4-6 mo. old tiger kitten
near Walmart Call Tricia at 5815343
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125
LOST: 2 pairs of glasses on
picnic tables by Weller Hall.
Please Call Darcy -2895

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARANTEED! Recorded message
gives details. 345-2629, ext.
112.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

THE LADIES OF ALPHA
SIGMA TAU would like to Invite
everyone to Midday Madness,
Saturday. February 26th, 16pm at Stu's. Featuring the
bands Marco Polos Bridge and
Rumor Hazzit.
--------~2123
Clean your closets! Donations
needed for huge, February 26
rummage sale to raise funds for
future Charleston Planned
Parenthood. Pick up available.
Call Devon at 581-6305 .
Please leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ca2118-23,25
FADED LEVIS! FLANNEL!
FUNKY CLOTHES! WHERE?
"JUST SPENCE'S" 1148
SIXTH ST OPEN MONDAY SATURDAY 1-5 PM WE BUY!
345-1469
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2124
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! Party! Panama City
$129.00, Daytona $169.00, Key
West $279.00, Bahamas
$389.00, Jamaica/Cancun
$469.00, Padre $279.00 .
Quality Accommodations, Free
Drink Parties! ENDLESS SUMMER 1-800-234-7007.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/12
You only need 4 things for
Spring Break. The Bikini your
hates,
Liquid
morn
Refreshment, Barefoot Shoes
and a Jamaican Tan, All new
Bulls - 410 7th St. 348-0018
--------~2125
ALL FRATERNITY REPRESENTATIVES
FOR
"DZ
DREAM MAN CONTEST"
PLEASE MEET AT THE DELTA
ZETA CHAPTER ROOM ON
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 24 AT
9:00 PM. PLEASE CALL IF
THERE IS A PROBLEM .
THANKS, BOBBIE!
--------~2123
CHRISTY HOESSLI: You're
finally active! Congrats! Your APHI AGS and Roomie are so
proud of you! Love, Jen and
Bethy
--------~2123

by Bill Watterson

IS "\J£<;K. M,.._5C\JUN£.? I'S "C\.\MR"
fa.\\N.\N.E.? toR't\Gl'\ \<.\\)5 K~W,
13\J\ NE
I-IQ WOt-lot.R 'tlt. CM1

°™" ·'

1 DEMr>-.N.\) SEX

£D\lCf...TIO~ !

BRIAN GOUDiE of SIGMA PHi
EPSILON:
Congrats on
Initiation! I am so proud of you!!
LOVE, JENNIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123
To my ASA Sisters: I am honored to be your chapter sweetheart for '94-'95, and I'm looking forward to the coming year.
Thank you - Love Brigid.
--------~2123
Jennie Scott of Delta Zeta:
Congratulations on your activation . Good Job Love, Matt,
Debi, and Christie
--------~2123
MARI BETH LONG OF AST:
Congratulations on being scholar of the week. Keep up the
good work . Tau love , Your
Sisters
--------~2123
WENDY BROWN OF ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA YOUR MOM IS
WATCHING YOU!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2124
KRISTIE KROLL: I HOPE YOU
HAD AN AWESOME B-DAY! I
LOVE MY KIDDO! SIG KAP
LOVE, CARRIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123
JOALICE OARD of SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on
being selected KAPPA SIGMA
SWEETHEART at the U of I!
Your SIG KAP Sisters are very
happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123
Money for College Available,
regardless of grades or economics. Millions unclaimed.
Recorded message gives
details. 348-0091
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123

DAY
FEB. 23, 1994
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TllED.11D' E.wmn' NEw'M

YOUR

FRIEND
DESERVES
A

GREAT
GIFT
FOR
THEIR

BIRTHDAY!

PUTA
PICTURE
OF THEM
INTHE
DAILY ·
EASTERN
NEWS
FOR ALL
TO SEE!
Call 581,2812 for
more info.

You WANT to GO,
You NEED to Go,
You HAVE to Go,
but. .. you Have NO CASH!
The Daily Eastern News Spring Break Classifieds
can turn those unwanted items into Spring Break CASH!

'This may be used only by Students, Faculty and Staff selling personal ttems.
Does not apply to any commercial enterprises. Good through February only.
(No refunds or credits on canceled ads). Student ads must be paid in
advance. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. NO EXCEPTIONS. The News
reserves the right to edtt or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.. l \"IOODtR \F l4£R
Ooc.10R K~OW<; 5\.\£
\lllW2S N..l TuoSE

C™PETE. IN. f>- Gl0\3~L Mf>..Rl<.Ei .'

CINDY
HOESSLI :
Congratulations on Initiation!
Your A-PHI AGS And Roomie
are both happy for you! Love,
Jen and Bethy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2123

WEDNES

Add.ress:

M~IC~T\O~S .

Phone:_ _ _ _ _ __

O ~ 0 words O 15 words O 20 words

Message:

Dates to run _ _ __

(one word per line)

2-J.3

Doonesbury
... AN!? '30 I A~ YOU 10 aJN:,1oeR, LAl?l/i5 AN!?6fNTleM~,
IAJHO ~ !He REAL. VIC.TIM Ht:Re ~
15 ITAJNl<TGUOJM,<Rl51T
IN FACT~ PlfAIJMAN
"
HJ~?

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
SHUNNeP~H/5~,

F<&VIUf;f} ~H/9 STUaN/13,AIJANl»YeP 8YHIS tMPWYeR.I A

PARIAH IN Hl~al/N a»IMUNfTY...

\

... 7HUJlfTT
OFl,000
${CJ<. J(J(£6,

R//)laJ/8),
5PJJ;T' (}PON ...

I~

7H/5

w~.

/
Person accepting ad - - - - - -- - - - - --

-

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. wordsfdays._ _ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _

_ _ __
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AtTJERNATirVJE NirGHT

Serving Charleston &. Eastern Illinois University

426 W. Lincoln

The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

t

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)

Q 1,2, &.. 3 Bedroom QDishwashers
Furnished Units
QBalconies
QFree Trash &.. ParkingQ Laundry
QCentral AC

WIN A TRIP TO THE FINAL FOUR!
Scratch & Win Game Card with Pennzoil
Lube-Oil-Filter Service
Grand Prize trip to the 1994
NCAA@ Final Four!
Plus! Thousands of other
· NCAA Prizes!
Stop in for complete details

Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # 101
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

Bl~nd

Lube-Oil-Filter

$11.88
10W30

No purchase necessary. Promotion ends 5131194 or while supplies last.

r 01LcHANGEstt@
.is- 7::;ElI
I
PE .,
z I
I
Oil, Filter & Labor

Limit 1 coupon
per customer
Please phone for
appointment

._

Charleston
345-6975
110 5th

.IL

__________ ...

~
- I lliiillifl

NEAL TIRE l

-BATTDIY

~

~

10W3q •

I

Melon

with special guests DIG and ALICE DONUT
Saturday, March 12
8 p.m. - Lantz Gym
Tickets go on sale Friday, February 25
$ 10 Student w /EIU ID
$ 1 5 General Public
Tickets will be on sale exclusively to EIU Students from February 25 to March 1, 1994. Special Box Office Hours: Friday, Feb. 25,
9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Sat. Feb. 26, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.; Mon. Feb. 28 and Tues., Mar. 1, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Call the
uN1vERs1Tv
Union Box Office at 581-5122 for more information.
uN1vERs1rv
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The wait is over, Harding,
Kerrigan skate tonight
HAMAR, Norway (AP) Enough of the scandal, let's
have some salchows. Let's
talk lutzes, not lawsuits.
Yes, the Nancy and Tonya
saga isn't nearly over, but at
least the next steps will be
taken on the ice, in competition, at the Olympics.
Women's figure skating,
with all its usual intrigues
plus the Nancy KerriganTonya Harding brouhaha,
begins Wednesday night with Kerrigan and Harding alone
the technical program. Most - yes, there are other comof planet Earth will be petitors, including favorites
watching.
Oksana Baiul of Ukraine and
"You have the attention of Surya Bonaly of France - but
the whole world," said on the judges, who, more
Katarina Witt, the 1984 and than ever, must be beyond
1988 gold medalist who has reproach.
lost none of her charms, even
"Are we going to judge this
if she isn't a likely medalist. according to reputation or
"It's not just the skating fam- according to skating?" asked
ily watching."
Peter Dunfield, coach of
The focus won't be on

Japan's Yuka Sato. "Or are
we going to get carried away
with the publicity of the
Harding thing?"
Speculation about the
judging has been as rampant
as the speculation about the
extent of Harding's role in
the attack on Kerrigan at
last month's U.S. championships. Will the judges
penalize Harding, no matter
how she skates, because they
perceive her as a villain?
Will they have sympathy for
Kerrigan?
"The judges know they
have to be spot-on," said
Scott Hamilton, the 1984
Olympic champion and now
CBS' figure skating analyst.
"They don't want to be
wrong. They don't want to
come up with a mark that's
way off-base, especially with
so much focus on skating."

Lady Panthers _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12

tinue to play aggressively.
"(Against Cleveland State), we played
very intensely on defense and did a nice job
rebounding," said Klein. "It would be great
to keep the momentum rolling with a win
against St. Louis."
But don't be deceived by the Billikens'
record this season. Although they are 6-1 7
overall and 0-10 in the Great Midwest
Conference, St. Louis defeated the

University of Evansville by 14 points - a
team that beat the Lady Panthers by two
earlier this season.
The Billikens are led by two underclassmen - guards Tonika Sanders and Lynette
Pestel.
Sanders, a freshman, leads the team in
assists per game (3.4) while being second
in scoring with a 13.5 average.
Pestel, a sophomore, leads St. Louis in
scoring averaging nearly 18 points a
contest.

LARGE PIZZA

•

ONE FREE TOPPING
OR 2 FREE PEPSI'$

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE

348-1626

GIRLS!
HUNDREDS VISIT
M.E EVERYDAY.

SHARE THE FUN!
SEE WHAT I GOT
THAT MAKES MY
SUBS SC> HOT!
GOURMET SUBS

~~~~<>
ilNIM.Y I<>HN'S

345-~075
©COPYRIGNT JIMMY JOHN'S
The men of

Lainbda Chi Alpha
• From Page 12

State and Wright State took
dvantage of that Monday
'ght.
The Vikings (10-13, 7-8)
ocked off Northern Illinois
in overtime 81-80. Craig
Caldwell scored 21 points
d Reggie Welch, who left
e team for 11 games earli~r this season for personal
asons, scored 16 points in
l8 minutes on 7-for-7 shooting to lead Cleveland State.
Meanwhile, Wright State
(10-16,
7-8)
defeated
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 89-87

despite having Milwaukee
guard Pat Easterlin tie a
school-record with nine
three-pointers.
• Get this - Eastern made
ESPN's Plays of the Week
Sunday night, something
that just doesn't happen
every week.
During the second half of
Eastern's 52-50 win over
Wisconsin-Milwaukee at
Lantz Gym last month, a
mad scramble for the ball
ensued at mid-court in which
at least half a dozen players
fell to the floor. Derrick
Landrus emerged with con-

trol somehow, and after driving down the lane flicked a
behind-the-back pass to
Johnny Hernandez for the
layup.
That's only half of the
story though. Did you see the
tail-end of the clip that was
spotlighted? That's Darrell
Young slamming right into
the referee and knocking him
out-of-bounds.
The highlight was complements of Eastern Sports
Information Director Dave
Kidwell off of WEIU-TV's
game coverage.

Cooper was a man on a mission, but one
that was also out of shape. He began workjust yet.
ing harder than ever in practice, running
It's not as if Cooper has been taking it repeat 275- to 300-meter intervals all out,
easy this season. Ask any of his team- and piling on the plates in the weight
mates, and they'll tell you he's been work- room. He was going to make sure the
. g harder than ever.
NCAA never again forgot about Obadiah
"We can't say he's been loafin'," said Cooper.
assistant coach John Mcinerney. "He's been
But when the meets came around, he
in here, watching videos of the meets, and was tired, and didn't have his usual spark.
orking real hard."
However, lately he's been tapering his
Too hard, perhaps. You see, despite all of training, and is starting to look like his old
his regular season triumphs last year, self. Last Friday at Champaign, he broke
Cooper really did get the short end of the 22 seconds for the first time all year in
stick at the NCAA championships. At the placing a close second to nationally ranked
indoor meet, Cooper won his 55 prelim in Anthony Jones of Illinois.
6.23, the fastest time of that round . But
He has two meets left to turn the tide,
due to a bad start in the semi final, he the Pepsi Invitational in Lantz on Friday,
missed advancement by one place. His 6.23 and a last chance meet at Indiana a week
remained the third-fastest time of the later. Now that he's more rested, Cooper is
meet. In the 200, he again missed the final confident he can make a comeback.
by one place.
"I'm hoping I can bounce back, and run
Outdoors was even worse. He made qual- what I'm capable of," said Cooper. "I know
ification with a blazing 20. 70 in the 200, in my heart that I still have a chance, and
but the NCAA forgot to call and let him I'm gonna take that chance."
know that he had made it. Cooper was not
a happy camper, to say the least. His time
-- Brian Harris is a sports writer for The
would have placed him seventh.
Daily Eastern News.
So when he started the season this year,

would like to
recognize their spring 1994

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Pete Ade
Jeff Schnierle
Todd Schuerman
Mike Derry
Mike Wsol
David Kellog
Son Nguyen
Eric Ramirez
Pete Meaney
Kevin Sapp
Mike Weglarz

t From Page 12

BIG HAT
FEB.

25
1111

mini concerts

with
special
guest:

Rathskeller
Doors Open at

SWAIN

Sp.m.

7 p.m.
Show starts at

Wrestlers win
over Northern
7 to end regulation. Wentz
then scored a takedown in
to seal the victory and bring
Eastern's wrestling team the crowd to a frenzy.
competed in its final regular
The Panthers went on a
season meet Tuesday and tear, winning five of the next
senior wrestlers made sure six matches to take a 25-6 lead
their last career meet in Lantz With the match already in the
Gym would be one to remem- bag, Eastern coach Ralph
ber.
McCausland forfeited at 190
Five of the six seniors in pounds to not risk injuring
Eastern's lineup tallied wins as freshman Tony Duncan who ·
Eastern stomped on Northern healing a rib injury.
Illinois University 25-15.
"Last week, we just didn'
"It feels pretty good. I'm wrestle," Mccausland said
kind of excited about that," "We changed the tempo t ·
said senior John Wentz about week and had some goo
winning his last match in matches."
Lantz Gym.
Seniors Rich Murry (177
After Eirik Gustafson and Darnell Thomas (158) bo
opened the meet with a loss at won by pin. Seniors Jo
118 pounds, Wentz ignited Daubach (142) and Chri
Eastern with a thrilling come Edwards (150) also contribu
from behind win in sudden- victories in their final matches.
death overtime at 126 pounds.
The Panthers' objective n
In the most exciting match is to get ready for the Regio
at Lantz this year, Wentz tournament which takes pl
erased a 6-2 second period in Springfield, Mo. on March 5
deficit and tied the match at 7-

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

DEE ANN VILLECCO /Staff photographer
Eastern wrestler Eiri.k Gustafson struggles to keep hold off his Northern Illinois opponent.
Although Gustafson was eventually beaten in the 118 pound match, Eastern wrestlers
easily pounded Northern 25-15.

Lady Panthers
Freshman stars at 'home'
host struggling
despite Panther road loss
St. Louis tonight
By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

game (6.8). Baugh beefed up
her scoring average by nailing a career-high 30 points
Hoping to extend their against Youngstown State.
winning streak to three The next game, against
games, the Lady Panthers Cleveland State, witnessed
play host to the University of Baugh nearly matching that
St. Louis 7 :30 p.m. tonight at total with a 29 point effort.
Lantz Gym.
Having those impressive
Before capturing wins in statistics, it was no surprise
its past two contests, Eastern Baugh was named the "Mid(4-18 overall and 3-12 in the C on tinen t Player of the
Mid-Continent Conference) Week" for the second time
had dropped eight consecu- this season.
tive games.
Frazier, a guard from East
But outstanding perfor- St. Louis, snared 16
mances from senior Shannon rebounds against Cleveland
Baugh and sophomore State - a career and teamTourrie Frazier helped season best. She also had a
Eastern win those back-to- career high 24 points against
back games for the first time Youngstown State.
since December 10-12, 1991.
Head coach John Klein
Baugh, a forward from realizes his team is on a roll,
Davenport, Iowa, leads the and hopes the team will conteam in points per game
(14.9) and rebounds per
• Continued on Page 11

Even
though
the
Panthers lost on the road to
Valparaiso Monday night,
Johnny Moore had a pretty
nice homecoming.
The freshman guard from
Elkhart Concord High
School scored a career-high
17 points and made a grand
return to his home area.
Elkhart, Ind. is only a hop,
skip and a jump from
Valparaiso's campus.
"Every time you get close
to home you want to do well
for the people who followed
you your whole career," said
Moore. "It felt good.
"I had a decent game
individually. I just wish it
could have carried over to
the team."
• In the Mid-Con's marquee match-up of Monday
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Men's standings
Conf. All
13-2 21-5
12-3 16-7
12-3 17-6
7-8 10-16
7-8 10-13
EASTERN
6-9 11-12
Northern Illinois 6-9
9-14
UW-Milwaukee 6-9
9-14
Youngstown St. 3-12 5-18
Western Illinois 3-12 5-18

UW-Green Bay
Illinois-Chicago
Valparaiso
Wright State
Cleveland State

nig t, Wisconsin-Green Bay
defeated Illinois-Chicago for
the second time this year,
this time 80-66 at the UIC
Pavilion, to retain sole possession of first place in the

conference.
Phoenix forward Jeff
N ordgaard led all scorers
with 23 points and center
Logan VanderVelden added
20.
Green Bay (21-5, 13-2 in
the Mid-Con) has sparkled
defensively all year, and it
did another sensational job
on the Flames (16-7, 12-3),
forcing them into a 31 percent shooting night.
"They didn't shoot as well
as they were capable, but I
like to think that we had
something to do with that,"
said Phoenix coach Dick
Bennett.
• The Mid-Con entered a
full schedule of games on
Monday with five teams
tied for fourth place in the
conference. Not all those
teams can stay tied for very
long, though, and Cleveland
• Continued on Page 11

Fastest man on campus is not down yet
Obadiah Cooper is starting to
learn what it feels like to work
for his lunch.
Over the last month, Cooper,
the fastest man on campus, has
been getting beat, often by more
than one person - something he's
not very used to.
This isn't the Obadiah Cooper
we saw last year who won virtually every race he ran, and who Brian
by this time of the season had Harris
NCAA qualification in both the
55- and 200-meter dashes, in the
bag.
In 1993, success seemed to come easy. It was
never much of a question whether he would win or

if he would run fast times, but rather how much he
would win by and how far up in the national rankings he would go.
But this, his senior year, it's a different story.
Hard luck seems to be matching him stride for
stride. He has only one really good race to his credit, and that was his 55 win at the Indiana State
and Illinois State triangular in Lantz Fieldhouse
Jan. 15.
He won the race convincingly in 6.28 seconds,
just shy of his 1993 best of 6.23 that took him to
nationals.
Since he didn't run in the team's season opener
in December, the 6.28 was his first all out effort.
Coach Moore and Cooper's teammates thought
they had witnessed the beginning of another stellar season. However, in the 200 later that after-

noon came a shock. Cooper lost, and lost badly.
looked like a typical Cooper race at first, as
exploded out of the blocks and tore down the ha
stretch. Until the final curve, he looked set
crush 22 seconds, like he did so many times befo
But by then Andre Kirtz of Indiana State
caught up and was really putting it to him. Sho
before the finish, Cooper let up completely
jogged across the line.
From then on, he just hasn't been the sam
averaging 6.3 and 22.1 - good times, but not fi
Cooper. Last year he would breeze through prel'
inary rounds faster than that, and had bests
6.23, which he ran four times, and 21.13.
Although he appears down, don't count him o

t Continued on Page 11

